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Organizational Vulnerability Scoring. 
Scorecard and Recommendations. 
Reporting & Measurement. 

Deepfake Vulnerability Assessment

Deepfake Attack Simulations

Micro-Curriculum Testing.
Deepfake Awareness Training. 
User Awareness Testing

Deepfake Awareness Testing

Our Services

Advanced Deepfake Detection: Leveraging cutting-edge AI and
machine learning algorithms, our solution analyzes multimedia content
to detect signs of manipulation or synthetic generation, enabling rapid
identification of Deepfake threats.
Behavioral Analysis: Our solution employs behavioral analysis
techniques to assess the user interactions, detecting susceptibility to
fraudulent activity and mitigating potential risks proactively.

Enhanced Security

Cybersecurity Expertise

Multi-layered Defense: We implement a multi-layered defense
approach, combining Awareness Training, Vulnerability Testing,
Deepfake attack simulation. We help organization's understand
their cybersecurity posture and prevent unauthorized access or data
breaches from Deepfake.

Deep Industry Experience

Why Choose Us

We combat Deepfake with fully managed offerings. Our
solutions integrate easily with your existing technology. 

Our cutting-edge AI solutions are designed to help employees  
Detect and Respond to Deepfake Cybersecurity attacks and
incidents.

We help organizations understand their vulnerability to
Deepfake attacks, and help protect against them. 

Who We Are

Fully Managed Deepfake Vulnerability
Assessment, Training, Simulations and
Employee Awareness Testing. 

Solutions for Deepfake  
Cyber Fraud

Breacher.ai

Deepfake Simulations: 
Mobile (Voice + SMS.)
Desktop (Email + Video.)

  Increase in Deepfake
Attacks Globally

1740%

3000%

Employee Training and Awareness: Recognizing the crucial role of
employees in defending against social engineering attacks, we provide
tailored training programs and awareness initiatives to educate staff
about the dangers of Deepfake manipulation and best practices for
identifying and reporting suspicious activities.

Our Pricing

Quarterly: $5,499 
Annually: $16,497

We do not believe in locking into long term contracts as a
partner. This puts the onus on us to ensure your services
exceed all expectations. We are here to help as little or as
much as you need.  

Our services are fully managed, deploy instantly with
minimal work and can be purchased on a quarterly, or annual
for a discounted rate, 
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